Author Guidelines

Publication Ethics
The publication of article in a perused journal appears as an indispensable component for the enhancement of an intelligible knowledge network. Peer-reviewed articles in the journal will be considered as the explicit impression of the quality of work of authors and institutions to which they abide.

Submission Guidelines
The successful submission of an article to the journal entails that the research work submitted has not been published anywhere and it does not remain under consideration for publication in any other journal; the publication has to be mandatorily accepted by responsible author and co-authors either implicitly or explicitly by the liable authorities where the work is initially carried out and completed. Without any written consent of the copyright holder, the accepted research article cannot be published elsewhere in the same or altered form.

Manuscript Preparation
- Title of the paper should be concise and informative.
- Authors should submit the paper in word format (.doc , .docx)
- Authors can provide a maximum of 6 keywords.
- Should use a times new roman font for whole text. [Italics permitted for emphasis]
- Use an automatic page numbering.
- Should include author name, affiliated institution name, mail ID and address.
- Enable equation editor for Mathematical calculations.
- Use table functions available in word, Excel spreadsheet use is not permitted.
- Abbreviated should be defined clearly first and then used in further text of the paper.
- An abstract of 150-200 words is mandatory.

Exceptional Permission
If the authors wish to use the tables and figures from previously published papers, authors should obtain prior permissions from the authors who hold the copyright for
that corresponding paper and include the permission granted evidence while submitting the final manuscript to the journal.

**Online Submission**

Journal’s [online submission system](#) will guide the authors in the step-by-step process to upload the manuscripts for further consideration. All correspondence and acceptance notifications will be sent to the authors by E-mail.
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